Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Over the past decade, the field of photovoltaics (PV) has advanced extraordinarily in many fronts. Many of the stagnated PV technologies were significantly improved. For example, cadmium telluride (CdTe) solar cell efficiency was increased to 22.1%^[@CR1]^ after being pinned around 16.5% for 20 years between 1992 and 2012^[@CR2],[@CR3]^. This also happened for Copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) solar cells; after 15 years of stagnation of the efficiency around 19%^[@CR4],[@CR5]^, the efficiency was improved in the past three years and reached the record of 22.3%^[@CR6]^. Furthermore, a new family of hybrid perovskite solar cells has emerged in 2012 and has been developing exceptionally since then; its efficiency reached 22.1% in just four years^[@CR1]^. As for multijunction cells, Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems achieved 46.0% efficiency using four-junction cell^[@CR1]^. Actually, the list of recent interesting developments in the field is huge; thus, we refer the reader to latest comprehensive reviews^[@CR7]--[@CR10]^. Basically, there are many reasons for such remarkable developments. The main one--as usual--is economical due to the increased prices and the depletion rates of other fuel sources^[@CR11]--[@CR13]^. Scientifically, nanotechnology and materials sciences have been growing exponentially since 1990s^[@CR14],[@CR15]^. This--in turn--enriches PV field which relies heavily on the advances in material sciences. Historically, the first practical realization of solar cell was in the 1950s^[@CR16]--[@CR18]^. It was mainly based on crystalline silicon. The space of materials used in solar cells increased considerably in the 1970s as tens of absorbers were considered. The most prominent output of that era were CdTe and CIGS^[@CR13],[@CR18]^. The set of explored absorbers has been expanding since then.

The general structure of solar cells is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Besides the absorber, there are the two contacts and the electron and hole transport materials (ETM and HTM,respectively). More layers could be used for various purposes. In principle, each absorber shall have a unique set of optimally matching materials to maximize the cell efficiency. However, a reduced number of materials is used in different solar cell technologies. For example, cadmium sulfide (CdS) is commonly used for CdTe^[@CR19]^, CIGS^[@CR20]^, Cu~*x*~S^[@CR21]^, and InP^[@CR22]^ cells as ETM. Also, TiO~2~ is used as ETM in a very wide set of solar cells technologies^[@CR13],[@CR23]^. There are many other examples as well for the use of a particular "non absorbing" material in multiple solar cell technologies. Such coincidences cannot be generally attributed to a device optimization process; but, paradigms and experiences play a major role --at least-- at the first stage of development. Furthermore, it is practically very arduous to experimentally identify the best matching device materials for a given absorber. Thus, it is essential to rely on computational device design and optimization.Figure 1The general device structure of solar cells.

Solar cell design and optimization needs multi-scale computational approaches. On one hand, materials' properties are determined by their atomic and micro structures; on the other hand, the device operation can be effectively described at the macroscopic level by solving the equations that govern the light absorption and charge of dynamics across the multi-layered device. Despite the wealth of experimental data available, it is not comparable to the space of materials that can be explored computationally. Most of the solar-cell related microscopic computational efforts were directed towards the device design, analysis and the calculation of the optoelectronic properties of the absorbing material. However, few general scope multi-scale computational efforts^[@CR24]--[@CR28]^ were proposed recently and the field is gaining more attention.

Here, we introduce and deploy a full space material-independent optimization to improve the design of solar cells by identifying a material data set for maximum conversion efficiency and for targeted functionality for each layer. A large set of parameters shall be adjusted concurrently to maximize the efficiency of the cell. The range of each parameter is only restricted by the essential physical constraints to ensure full-space optimization. In the proposed approach, the coupled set of equations are solved simultaneously for the objective function and variables. The cell design is optimized by identifying the properties of the optimal matching materials for a given absorber and a set of values of various physical parameters is determined for all the other layers. There are many reported works in this regard^[@CR29]--[@CR35]^. However, they don't span the full possible space. In general, they can be classified into two groups. In the first one, the materials making the different layers such as the absorber, ETM and HTM are well defined. The optimization process, determines the materials characteristics that can be modified experimentally such as the thickness, the doping level and carrier mobilities^[@CR29]--[@CR32]^. In the second group, the materials are not predefined. Instead,the key material characteristics that impact the cell performance such as energy gap and electron affinity, are varied within a defined range until the optimum value of the cell performance is obtained. For example, Minemoto and Murata try to adjust the band offsets in perovskite solar cells to maximize the efficiency^[@CR33]^. For FeS~2~, Altermatt *et al*.^[@CR34]^ studied optimizing different device aspects by carrying out parametric analysis of single variables such as diffusion length on the performance of solar cells.

In this work, the optimization is carried out using optimization toolboxes in MATLAB^[@CR36]^ which is interfaced to the one-dimensional (1D) Solar Cell Capacitance Simulator (SCAPS) for device simulation^[@CR37],[@CR38]^. The proposed scheme identifies the needed materials' properties for maximum conversion efficiency. Two important cases in the field; namely PSC and CIGS are considered, where the approach is implemented to determine the practical efficiency limit of CH~3~NH~3~PbI~3~ solar cells and to identify some possible ETMs for CIGS cell that are free of toxic elements. For PSC under AM1.5g spectrum, it is found that an efficiency of 26.6% can be achieved if the crystal quality of used materials is optimum and; this is reduced to 23.4% if the minimally reported deep defect level is considered. Numerically, both the local and global minima solvers resulted in almost the same efficiency with standard deviations of 7.35 × 10^−3^ and 7.5 × 10^−4^ for both cases but with different optimum data sets. It was found that in term of the required computational cost and maximized objective function, gradient based optimization methods perform better than global algorithms. This is due to the smoothness of physical models and convex nature of the objective function. The second implementation related to cadmium-free CIGS solar cell results in a maximum efficiency of 22.04%. The needed properties of electron-transport medium are identified. Furthermore, the approach can be applied to optimize the complete device structure of any solar cell and identify the properties of the optimal matching materials. Actually, it can be extended to any solid-state device design whenever full space optimization is required.

Full-Space Device Design Optimization {#Sec2}
=====================================

The adopted scheme for full-space device design optimization is sequential as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. It is composed of two parts. The first one is the device simulation module, where there are many convenient tools^[@CR38]^; as aforementioned, in this work, SCAPS is used. Giving two input vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bf{a}}\in {{\mathbb{R}}}^{M}$$\end{document}$ (combing all other needed *M* fixed parameters), it solves the optically excited charge generation, 1D Poisson's equation, transport equation, and continuity equations and calculates the efficiency (*η*(**v**, **a**)) of the cell based on the inputs. For higher dimensionality, other tools can be used if needed. **v** and **a** shall cover all the required input parameters to run the simulation. The second module is the numerical optimization tool. It maximizes the objective function *η*(**v**, **a**) by varying **v** based on some physical constraints which themselves depend on **v** and **a**. As mentioned earlier, the optimization is carried out using the toolboxes of MATLAB. Detailed modeling approach and schematic is highlighted in Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} (Supplementary Materials).Figure 2The used scheme for full space device design optimization.

The presented scheme is general and it can accommodate --in principle-- any question of interest related to solar cell design. This is done by identifying initially the main set of parameters to be optimized (**v**) and the fixed ones (**a**). To ensure that the optimized parameters are within acceptable physical ranges, **v** is bounded between lower **v** ~*L*~ and upper **v** ~*U*~ limits. Furthermore, additional constraints are imposed to ensure that the iterative variation of **v** allows proper device operation by forcing physical necessities such as band alignments. Also, more constraints can be added for other purposes. The objective function to be maximize is the efficiency; so,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta =\frac{{V}_{oc}{J}_{sc}FF}{{P}_{in}},$$\end{document}$$ *V* ~*oc*~ is the open circuit voltage, *J* ~*sc*~ is the short circuit current, *FF* is the fill factor, and *P* ~*in*~ is AM1.5g input power. The optimization process continues iteratively till some predefined stopping criteria are satisfied. In this work, the stopping criteria is the convergence of the objective function within a tolerance of 10^−6^ whereas initial guesses are provided for each parameter within a physically acceptable range. Finally, the optimized vector **v** and the fixed one **a** compose the optimized material data set for each layer which can then be obtained by either material design or from the rich experimental data.

To select a suitable optimization algorithm for solar cells, seven different local and global optimization methods are compared by analyzing the speed of convergence to the maximum value of each method and by comparing these values. The used methods include a local gradient based method (Fmin)^[@CR39]^, and three global methods; namely genetic algorithm (GA)^[@CR40]^, particle swarm optimization (Pswarm)^[@CR41]^ and pattern search (PattS)^[@CR42]^. The other three employed optimizers are hybrid algorithms of the three global and the local optimizer to enhance the computational efficiency of the problem and the material data set.

For practical application, the full space device optimization procedure outlined above is explained in greater detail and applied for two problems; a) to find the physical properties for optimum ETM, HTM, and contacts and the layers thickness to maximize the efficiency of perovskites solar cell (PSC), and b) to identify different buffer layer materials for Cd-free CIGS solar cells.

Application to Perovskite Solar Cells {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------

In this subsection, the proposed method is applied to determine the optimum properties of ETM and HTM materials along with front and back contacts and the optimum layers' thicknesses to maximize the efficiency of PSC. The device structure of PSC comprises of arbitrary contacts, ETM, HTM and CH~3~NH~3~PbI~3~ perovskite as an absorber (please see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). There are 23 design parameters that should be optimized (listed below), which are combined in **v**. The crucial parameter of the perovskite absorber is its thickness, which is considered to optimize the performance as the thickness should be optimal to balance the carriers' generation by its known absorption and their recombination. Two cases are considered; in the first one, only the intrinsic recombination properties are considered (without defects). In the second case, defects are introduced based on the minimal reported values in the literature. The reported values for the trap density vary widely^[@CR43]^ due to the difficulty of measuring the trap density separately. Actually, the measurements (mostly based on photoluminescence experiments) determine the product of the trap density and capture cross section. Based on the methods and materials used for perovskite film growth, the reported trap densities are ranged between 10^8^--10^15^ cm^−3^  ^[@CR44]--[@CR47]^. Therefore, we assume a neutral defect at intrinsic Fermi level with trap density of 10^14^ cm^−3^ and capture cross section of 10^−14^ cm^2^.

The parameters to be optimized are: **Front and back contacts:** work function,**ETM & HTM layers:** dielectric permittivity, electron mobility, hole mobility, acceptor and donor concentration, band gap, the coefficients of the used absorption model (Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), conduction and valence bands densities, affinity energy, and thickness,**Perovskite absorbing layer:** thickness.
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For the absorbing CH~3~NH~3~PbI~3~ properties, reported experimental values are used as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1The properties of CH~3~NH~3~PbI~3~.Material propertiesCH~3~NH~3~PbI~3~Bandgap (eV)1.5 ^[@CR70]^Electron affinity (eV)3.9 ^[@CR71]^Dielectric permittivity10 ^[@CR29]^Conduction band density of states (cm^−3^)3.9 × 10^18^  ^[@CR29]^Valence band density of states (cm^−3^)2.7 × 10^18^  ^[@CR29]^Electron mobility *μ* ~*n*~ (cm^2^/V s)2 ^[@CR72]^Hole mobility *μ* ~*p*~ (cm^2^/V s)2 ^[@CR72]^Donor density (cm^−3^)10^9^  ^[@CR29]^Acceptor density (cm^−3^)10^9^  ^[@CR29]^Electron thermal velocity (cm/s)10^7^  ^[@CR29]^Hole thermal velocity (cm/s)10^7^  ^[@CR29]^Radiative recombination coefficient (cm^3^/s)2.3 × 10^−9^  ^[@CR29]^

The absorption spectrum is extracted from reference^[@CR29]^. Concerning the contacts, ideal ohmic is designated for front and back contacts with surface recombination velocity of 10^7^ cm/s. All the simulations are conducted assuming AM1.5g solar spectrum and at a temperature of 300 K.

To ensure the proper operation of the cell based on band alignment, the following constraints are applied in the simulation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Application to CIGS Solar Cells {#Sec4}
-------------------------------

Most of the designs of CIGS solar cells use cadmium sulfide CdS as buffer layer sandwiched between the *n*-type window (mostly ZnO or TiO~2~) and the CIGS absorbing layer. As CdS is not the absorber, it is auxiliary and could be replaced to avoid its toxicity and to have Cd-free CIGS solar cells. This has been tackled intermittently^[@CR48]--[@CR52]^. Here, we try to determine the needed properties of an alternative single ETM layer to make efficient Cd-free CIGS solar cells. The considered device structure is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. It is composed of front contact, ETM, *p*-CIGS, and back contact and without the typical CdS buffer layer stacking.Figure 3The considered structure of CIGS with single ETM layer.

In the analysis, we consider two cases. In the first, the thickness of CIGS layer is fixed to 2.5 *μ*m as the commonly used nominal value. In the second, we optimize the thickness as well. Hereunder listed are the other parameters to be optimized:**Front and back contacts:** work function,**ETM:** dielectric permittivity, electron mobility, hole mobility, acceptor and donor concentration, band gap, the coefficients of the used absorption model (Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), conduction and valence bands densities, affinity energy, and thickness,**CIGS layer:** thickness.

For the absorbing CIGS properties, reported experimental values are used as shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The defects are assumed to be at intrinsic Fermi level (*E* ~*F*~) with 10^14^ cm^−3^ trap density and capture cross section of 10^−14^ cm^2^ following deep-level transient spectroscopy results from references^[@CR53]--[@CR56]^. The absorption spectrum is extracted from reference^[@CR57]^. As in the case of PSC, ideal ohmic contact is assumed for both front and back contacts with surface recombination velocity of 10^7^ cm/s. Also, all the simulations are conducted in AM1.5g solar spectrum and at a temperature of 300 K. To ensure a proper operation, the following constraint is applied:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results and Discussion {#Sec5}
======================

Comparison between optimization algorithms {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------

Generally, the complexity of optimization problems vary significantly. So, what is suitable for a problem may not be suitable for another one. This depends on many factors and mainly the governing physical models and the numerical nature of the considered problem. In this work, the computational complexity is determined by the number of parameters to be optimized and the connectedness between them. In PSC optimization problem, 23 parameters are used while 13 are used for CIGS one. The numerical robustness of the proposed method has been validated by employing various local and global space search optimization algorithms for the two PSC case studies; namely PSC with and without defects. The validation shall ensure that the optimized material data set is a global solution and it allows us to assess the optimization efficiency of each optimization approach. This is done by analyzing and comparing the maximum obtained solar cell efficiencies and the computational time (estimated by the number of function counts).

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the computational costs of all the used optimization methods to maximize the cell efficiency of PSC with and without defects and the obtained efficiency by each method. Clearly, the gradient based optimizer (Fmin) performed significantly better than all other methods in terms of computational cost while almost the same cell efficiency is obtained by all optimizers (26.6% for PSC without defects and 23.4% for PSC with defects). This is mainly due to the smoothness and continuity of the governing physical models and convex nature of the objective function (i.e. *η* (**v**, **a**)).Figure 4The computational cost and maximum conversion efficiencies of the used space search optimization method for the two PSC case studies.

Fmin algorithm requires only 238 function count for PSC with defects and 1384 function count for PSC without defects. For the case of PSC optimization with non-intrinsic defects, the second fastest algorithm is pattern search which requires 1881 functions count while the slowest was the hybrid general algorithm and Fmin with 3478 function count. This is also observed for the case without non-intrinsic defects, pattern search needs 1538 function count while the hybrid general algorithm and Fmin algorithm uses 3729 function count. However, the absolute standard deviation of cell efficiencies obtained by all algorithms was 0.00735 and 0.00075 for PSC optimization with and without non-intrinsic defects,respectively. This illustrates that all the used local and global optimizers converge almost to the same value. However and as known, global optimizers yielded in slower convergence.

The optimization of PSC design {#Sec7}
------------------------------

Commonly, the main cause of the reduced efficiency of matured solar cells below the theoretical limit is the drop in the estimated *V* ~*oc*~ while usually the obtained *J* ~*sc*~ is around the theoretically maximum values^[@CR11],[@CR58],[@CR59]^. For example in Si solar cell, the achieved *J* ~*sc*~ is 41.8 mA/cm^2^  ^[@CR60]^ while the maximum theoretically estimated value for 1.12 eV energy gap is 42.71 mA/cm^2^  ^[@CR58],[@CR59]^. For CdTe solar cell, the achieved *J* ~*sc*~ is 30.29 mA/cm^2^  ^[@CR1]^ while the expected theoretical value for 1.45 eV energy gap is 30.54 mA/cm^2^  ^[@CR58],[@CR59]^. As for PSC, the best reported and certified *J* ~*sc*~ is 24.67 mA/cm^2^  ^[@CR61]^ which is considerably less than the theoretical value of 29.51 mA/cm^2^  ^[@CR58],[@CR59]^. This is mainly due to the reduced thickness of the absorber layer in PSC to mitigate the effects of non-radiative recombinations^[@CR62]^. In principle, such effects are due to the reduced crystal quality and can be mitigated by improving the growth process quality. In other words, such effects are non-intrinsic and can be marginalized and hence they don't dictate the practical limit of PSC conversion efficiency. In this subsection, we estimate the practical limit of it when the non-radiative recombinations are suppressed.

The details of the full space optimization implementation for PSC was explained in the Subsection entitled "Application to Perovskite Solar Cells", where it is used to identify the optimum properties and thicknesses of contacts, HTM, ETM, and absorber layers that shall maximize the cell efficiency. The obtained data sets depend on the used optimizers and yielded different combination of values within physically acceptable range as shown by Tables [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} (Supplementary Materials). This is expected as some of the considered parameters shall result in extremely comparable cell performance within wide ranges. However, some of the parameters shall converge either individually or collectively. This variety of combinations is beneficial from the practical perspective of material screening for potential solar cell materials as they provide a window for device optimization parameters by selecting appropriate descriptors.

In both cases, with and without defects, the important parameter of the absorber layer thickness converged to average values 732 nm and 1104 nm with standard deviations from different optimizers of 2.46 nm and 4.6 nm, respectively. The thickness obtained for the case with defects is slightly more that those reported in literature^[@CR63]^. It suggests that a good quality absorber with a thickness around 732 nm is needed to optimize PSC design if we consider the least reported defects. Also, the results predict the optimal energy gaps and electron affinity of ETM and HTM to optimize the band offsets and to maintain optical transparency into the absorber layer. Furthermore, it is implied that the hole mobility of HTM and the electron mobility of ETM should be high as their optimized values tend to be on the higher limits of their ranges.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the *J*-*V* curves for the optimal PSC with and without defects as predicted by the best optimized material data set. They can realize conversion efficiencies of 26.6% without defects and 23.4% with defects under AM1.5g spectrum. For the case of defect-free, *V* ~*oc*~ was found to be 1.07 V whereas *J* ~*sc*~ is estimated to be 28.5 mA/cm^2^. By considering the defects in perovskite layer, both *V* ~*oc*~ and *J* ~*sc*~ are slightly reduced to 1.04 V and 27.3 mA/cm^2^ respectively. However, *FF* is considerably affected as it is reduced from 86.85% to 81.86%. In comparison with the experimentally reported values, *V* ~*oc*~ and *FF* are in agreeable range with the resulted optimized values. However, there is a room to improve *J* ~*sc*~. Practically, this can be achieved by careful engineering of growth quality, maximum charge extraction, and minimum recombination for transport mediums.Figure 5Optimized *J-V* curves for full space optimized PSC with and without defects. The design space covers 23 parameters for five layers i.e: contact/ETM/Absorber/HTM/contact that were optimized.

The next analysis for PSC is the issue of absorber thickness. As discussed above, the reported thicknesses are less than what is needed to optimize *J* ~*sc*~. By fixing the obtained optimal parameters and varying only the absorbing layer thickness, *J* ~*sc*~ peaks. Below the peak, *J* ~*sc*~ is limited by the reduced absorption due to the small thickness. Above the peak, the non-radiative recombination becomes the major process that limits *J* ~*sc*~. This is clearly illustrated in the results shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. For PSC without defects, 26.6% conversion efficiency can be attained around 1.1 *μ*m whereas for PSC with defects 23.4% conversion efficiency can be achieved by an absorber thickness of 0.7 *μ*m under AM1.5g spectrum. Therefore, the resulted optimum thickness is a strong function of the quality of the material and absorption spectrum of the active layer.Figure 6Single variable optimization of thickness for PSC with and without defects by keeping other full space optimized parameters fixed.

The last analysis in this subsection is to investigate the effects of the band offsets between the perovskite layer and both ETM (conduction band offset CBO) and HTM (valence band offset VBO) layers as schematically shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. This is done by fixing all the parameters and vary only electron affinities of both ETM and HTM layers (i.e. reduce the dimension of **v** to 2). This illustrates the the flexibility and robustness of the presented full space optimization method. It would be expected that by increasing the offsets, *J* ~*sc*~ would basically increase and *V* ~*oc*~ would decrease. However, there are many other associated issues as discussed shortly. So, it is essential to find the optimize offsets that maximize the power (i.e. the product of the voltage and the current)^[@CR64]--[@CR67]^.Figure 7Band alignments of ETM/Absorber/HTM stack with Conduction Band Offset (CBO) and Valence Band Offset (VBO) for energy cliff operation.

By fixing the band gaps and varying electron affinity, band alignment changes and hence dictates the transport properties of photo-generated carriers^[@CR68]^. The considered band offsets are only those that allow a proper operation of the cell and don't form barriers^[@CR33]^.
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All the other parameters are fixed according to the optimized data set using the gradient based Fmin method (Tables [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in Supplementary Materials).

The resulted efficiencies are represented vs. CBO and VBO in the contour graphs (Figs [8a](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9a](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) for the cases of without and with defects respectively. The representative *J*-*V* curves corresponding to points A, B, and C on the contour plots are as shown as well in Figs [8b](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9b](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The contours identify the optimum band offsets for both interfaces. As all the other parameters are fixed, the maximum obtained efficiencies of 23.4% and 26.6% for both cases, as in full-space optimization. They are corresponding to small CBO and VBO values as expected^[@CR33]^. Band offset is vital for the charge transport and extraction as the barrier height determines the contact resistance. The performance gets reduced gradually with both offsets. However, rate of reduction depends the properties of ETM and HTM. For example, the effect of CBO is more dominant for PSC without defects while for PSC with defects, the effect of VBO is more dominant. This is related to density of states of ETM and HTM which further governs Fermi level (*E* ~*F*~) and band bending at the interfaces.Figure 8PSC without defects (**a**) Performance contours of efficiency for PSC without defects optimized by varying CBO and VBO and (**b**) *J-V* curves for characteristics points A,B and C on performance contours. Figure 9PSC with defects (**a**) Performance contours of efficiency for PSC with defects optimized by varying CBO and VBO and (**b**) *J-V* curves for characteristic points A,B and C on performance contours.

Cd-free CIGS solar cells {#Sec8}
------------------------

As discussed in the Subsection entitled "Application to CIGS Solar Cells", there is a growing interest to develop Cd-free CIGS solar cells. There, we discussed the two considered optimization problems. In the first one, the thickness of CIGS layer is fixed to 2500 nm while in the second, it is optimized as well. The resulted *J*-*V* curves of the optimized properties and thickness of ETM layer are shown in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. After the initial validation of algorithms, gradient based optimizer was employed for two cases. The optimizer needed only 674 and 926 function counts to reach to the optimized structures.Figure 10The optimized *J-V* curves for full space optimized CIGS with and without considering absorber thickness. The design space covers 13 parameters for contact/ETM/absorber.

The method identifies the optimized properties of ETM layer in both cases with and without considering CIGS thickness as shown in Table [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} (Supplementary Materials). The analysis showed that the maximum efficiency of 21.77% can be achieved by just a single buffer layer having the estimated optimized parameters. Moreover, if the thickness of CIGS absorber is optimized, its efficiency is increased to 22.05% where the absorber thickness was found to be 3.9 *μ*m.The value obtained is a strong function of the absorption spectrum employed and the type of grading in the absorber material. The calculated *V* ~*oc*~ are 0.70 V and 0.71 V for Cd-free CIGS without and with absorber thickness optimization. *J* ~*sc*~ is increased slightly as well from 36.80 to 36.88 mA/cm^2^ by including thickness optimization.

After identifying the optimal properties of ETM layer, we investigate the effects of CBO and donor density on the electron injection from CIGS to ETM and hence the efficiency. CBO must be negative to avoid having barrier at the interface. Moreover, the main factor that could cause a complication is the position of Fermi level (*E* ~*F*~) in ETM which is associated with the donor density. Figure [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows (a) the obtained cell efficiency vs. CBO and donor density and (b) *J*-*V* curves corresponding to points A, B, and C on the contour plots. Donor density was varied from 10^14^ to 10^19^ whereas CBO was varied from 0.0 to −0.4 eV by changing electron affinity. Clearly, the performance is improved with the increased donor density which reduces the effect of CBO for highly doped ETM as shown by the full space optimized donor density of 7.94 × 10^18^. However, if the doping density is reduced, CBO starts playing an important negative role and hence it must be kept small.Figure 11CIGS (**a**) Performance contours of efficiency for CIGS for varying CBO and donor density and (**b**) *J-V* curves for characteristic points A,B and C on performance contours.

The effect of thickness for CIGS layer is studied by varying it while maintaining the other identified optimum parameters for ETM and the resulted efficiency is shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}. Clearly, the efficiency increases with the thickness. Eventually, it will start decreasing once the recombination becomes influential. Within the used range, the maximum efficiency of 22.04% is obtained at the higher thickness range of 4.0 *μ*m; but, it would be practical to limit the thickness to something around 2.0 *μ*m while a tiny reduction of the efficiency, which is 21.59% at this thickness. This small efficiency reduction is displayed by shaded rectangle in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} is in accordance with experimental values^[@CR69]^. Lastly, the obtained optimum properties of ETM layer shall allow us to identify alternative non-toxic ETMs that can improve CIGS solar cells.Figure 12The conversion efficiency of CIGS solar cell vs. the absorber thickness.

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

Multi-property solar cell device optimization is developed and applied. It provides a comprehensive design optimization framework for solar cells and can be extended to any solid-state device by avoiding the recurrent paradigms in the solar cell designs. The approach couples a drift-diffusion solver of solar cells with several evolutionary and non-evolutionary optimization algorithms. This results in identifying the properties of the optimal matching materials for a given absorber by selecting a set of different parameters for different layers of solar cells. The method is implemented for two state of the art solar cell designs problems; namely to optimize the design of PSC, and to have Cd-free CIGS solar cell.

Numerically, many local and global optimizers were employed and it was found that gradient based methods perform best due to the smoothness of physical models of solar cell and objective function. From the simulations, we found that PSC can reach an efficiency of 26.6% with defects and 23.4% with defects can be achieved by deploying the predicted material data set for ETM, HTM, and contacts. Simulations from non-toxic CIGS solar cell identify the needed properties for ETM layer to maximize the efficiency to around 22.04%.
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